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Edgio’s ‘Stonefish’ Mitigates 176 Million Packet Per Second DDoS Attack

What’s included?

On June 14th, 2022, Edgio prevented one of the largest recorded DDoS attacks measuring ~176 million packets per 
second (Mpps) which targeted a multinational e-commerce client based in Asia. The attack lasted about 30 
minutes and targeted our PoP locations in the EU; however, our Anycast network quickly spread the load around 
to a wider geographic region.


Our proprietary software-based DDoS detection and mitigation system, called ‘Stonefish’ internally, was able to 
protect our clients from the attack. Stonefish works 24x7x365, analyzing samples of all packets traversing our 
network, scoring them for threats, automatically taking action when necessary, and providing our network 
operations center (NOC) visibility and alerts so they can perform additional analysis and take mitigative action 
quickly.


Despite the massive size of this attack, it was a non-event for our client which saw no impact on its origin as 
Edgio’s network absorbed 100% of the attack traffic. Our 24x7 SOC notified the client to make them aware even 
though no action was necessary from them. 


As one of the largest global edge networks processing about 20% of all web traffic, we mitigate DDoS attacks 
against thousands of client web applications daily. This latest attack consumed only a small fraction of the 
resources on our platform. Edgio has 250 Tbps of bandwidth capacity and is one of the only edge platforms in the 
market to provide a fully comprehensive application security and L3/4/7 DDoS protection, supported by our 
managed security team and 24x7 SOC.


Edgio helps build and deliver secure apps and global content. Our security features are built-in and run on a globally 
distributed network that protects your business, website and APIs from vulnerabilities and mitigates attacks.



Regions around the world where the attack landed

Visit to learn about how Edgio can help secure your websites and applications.meet.edgio/promo/security-delivery-bundle 

https://meet.edgio/promo/security-delivery-bundle
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Trusted by the biggest and most secure companies

“Edgio and the data it generates gives me holistic insights 
into my application stack that I can’t get anywhere else. 
Combined with the power of their Dual WAF mode, I can 
reduce false positives before, during and after code releases 
while maintaining strong security policies.”



“Edgio transformed how we 
manage our web performance and 
security. The improved performance 
of our web application is great. But 
we also gained control over our web 
development and security processes 
with ready-to-use analytics and 
security testing tools like Dual WAF. 
With Edgio, we can adapt our 
application and security policies to 
changing market needs while 
delivering a secure, fast experience 
to our customers.”




"Edgio brings a solid portfolio of core solutions including 
stronger bot mitigation and a WAF offering that offers 
differentiation (dual-WAF) within the competitive 
landscape."
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